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Mason Heritage Works- 
(Electives: Lime/Stone)  
CURRICULUM / SYLLABUS 

 

This program is aimed at training candidates for the job of a “Mason Heritage Works - (Electives: 

Lime/Stone), in the “Construction” Sector/Industry and aims at building the following key 
competencies amongst the learner 
 

Program Name Mason Heritage Works- (Electives: Lime/Stone) 

Qualification Pack 
Name & Reference ID 

CON/Q5101, v1.0 

Version No. 1.0 Version Update Date 25-01-2022 

Pre-requisites to 
Training  

Basic literacy with 3 years site experience in masonry occupation 

Training Outcomes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

After completing this programme, participants will be able to: 
Compulsory: 

 Carry out preparation of lime putty, lime mortar, lime concrete, 
lime plaster and lime wash for conservation of heritage 
buildings: Select tools and perform preparation of lime putty, lime 
mortar, lime concrete, lime plaster and lime wash for conservation 
of heritage buildings 

 Carry out conservation of heritage buildings by removal of 
existing decayed lime works and cleaning and repairing of 
stone surfaces Select tools and perform conservation of heritage 
buildings by removal of existing decayed lime works and cleaning 
and repairing of stone surfaces. 

 Work effectively in a team to deliver desired results at the 
workplace: Learn and practice method of motivating and guiding 
subordinates to get the assigned task done as per desired quality 
and productivity norm 

 Plan and organize work to meet expected Outcomes: Learn and 
practice method of organizing resources and planning work to 
achieve maximum output 

 Work according to personal health, safety and environment 
protocol at construction site: Importance of Health & Safety 
aspects & measures to be followed while working at site 

 
Elective 1: 

 Carry out laying of lime flooring and terracing in heritage 
buildings: Select tools and perform laying of lime flooring and lime 
terracing in heritage buildings 

 Carry out lime render and lime plaster on walls of heritage 
buildings: Select tools and pperform lime render and lime plaster 
on walls of heritage buildings 

 Carry out pointing with lime in brick and stone work: Select 
tools and perform pointing with lime in brick and stone work 
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 Carry out ornamental plaster work in lime in heritage buildings: 
Select tools and perform ornamental plaster work in lime in heritage 
buildings 
 

Elective 2: 

 Identify, cut, dress, lay and fix stone in heritage buildings and 
sites: Carry out identification, cutting, dressing, laying and fixing of 
stones on heritage buildings and sites. 

 Reconstruct stone masonry walls, stone domes, vaults, 
shikharas, roofs, arches, chajjas, brackets, columns and 
beams in heritage buildings and sites: Select tools and perform 
reconstruction works for stone masonry walls, stone domes, vaults, 
shikharas, roofs, arches, chajjas, brackets, columns and beams in 
heritage buildings and sites 

 Lay and fix stone for flooring in heritage buildings and sites: 
Perform laying and fixing of stones for flooring works. 

 Lay and fix decorative elements in heritage buildings and sites: 
Perform laying and fixing of decorative elements in heritage 
buildings. 

 Carry out Veneering/ cladding with stone on walls and domes 
in heritage buildings and sites: Select tools and perform 
Veneering/ cladding with stone on walls and domes in heritage 
buildings and sites  
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This course encompasses 5 out of 5 Compulsory NOS (National Occupational Standards), 2 out of 2 
Electives of “Mason Heritage Works - (Electives: Lime/Stone)” Qualification Pack issued by 
“Construction Skill Development Council of India”. 
Compulsory NOS 

Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

1 Introduction 
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
06:00 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
04:00 
 
Corresponding NOS 
Code 
Bridge Module 

Introduction to the job roles 

 Understand role description/ 
functions of the job role 

 Understand the expected personal 
attributes from the job role of Mason 
Stone 

 Describe about course content, 
mode of learning and duration of 
course 

 Understand the future possible 
progression and career 
development provisions on 
completion of the course 

 Learn and Practice soft skills as 
applicable to communication, 
decision making and personal 
behavior  

infrastructural 
requirements 

 classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 

 blackboard 

 pencil 

 projector  

2 Carry out 
preparation of lime 
putty, lime mortar, 
lime concrete, lime 
plaster and lime 
wash for 
conservation of 
heritage buildings 
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
18:00 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
42:00  
 
Corresponding NOS 
Code 
CON/N5101 

Theory :- 

 Apply the basic principles and units 
of measurements 

 Learn and Practice the sketches and 
working drawings in context of 
heritage building works 

 Understand the standard 
specifications of all masonry tools 
and equipment, their care and 
maintenance 

 Use basic leveling tools in the 
masonry trade such as spirit level, 
water level, plumb bob, line thread, 
etc. 

 Use tools and equipment such as 
measuring tape, trowels, floats, 
brushes, shovels, wheelbarrows, 
joint rules, mason’s square, etc. 

 Determine vertical and horizontal 
alignment using appropriate tools to 
provide vertical datum lines for 
building measurements 

 Use the Triangulation method (3-4-5 
method) for squaring corners 

 Understand the properties of mortar 
and the apply the knowledge of mix 
proportions 

 Explain the water lime ratio 

 Describe the disadvantage of using 
quicklime directly in work 

 Describe the disadvantage of using 
revolving drum type of cement mixer, 
avoid lumping of lime 

 Classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 

 Blackboard 

 Pencil 

 Spade(barrows 

 Mixing plat form 
(3’x5’) 

 Galvanised tank 

 Stirrer/wooden 

 Lime mill 

 Lime mixer  

 Helmet 

 Face shield 

 Safety goggles 

 Safety shoes 

 Safety belt 

 Ear defenders 

 Particle masks 

 Overalls  

 Kneepad 

 Reflective jackets 

 Phawda) 

  mortar pan 

 Gauge box 

 Wheel  
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

 Identify  material used for lime putty 
making  

 Differentiate use of coarse sand and  
fine sand for lime concrete 

 Apply principle of adding quick lime 
to water and not vice versa 

 Use lime mill or mechanical lime 
mixture  

 Avoid the use of revolving drums 
(cement mixer) to ensure lime is not 
lumped 

 Describe the quality of water used for 
making lime and use of potable 
water 

 Use of galvanized water tank or an 
underground pit for making lime putty 

 Use of traditional lime mill or 
specially developed mechanical lime 
mixer that allows for mixing and 
grinding of the ingredients 

 Apply various methods of curing of 
masonry structures 

 Apply techniques for repairing and 
finishing 

 Differentiate between mortar mixes 
used for lime works as per Indian 
standards, or as per specifications, 
or evidence at site  

 Describe process of making lime 
putty as per Indian standard codes 

 Apply precautions while making lime 
putty, lime mortar, lime wash lime 
concrete and lime plaster 
 

Demonstration/ Practical:- 

 Perform selection of right tools and 
tackles and check their working 
condition 

 Set out the layouts as per drawings/ 
sketches /instructions  

 Ascertain that quick lime being 
supplied is as per specifications 

 Slake the quick lime and convert it to 
lime putty before use as per 
specifications/ instructions  

 Ensure that lime and water are 
mixed in the recommended ratio as 
per specifications / instructions  

 Ascertain that only galvanized water 
tank or an underground pit is used as 
per instructions  

 Stir and agitate the mixture using 
long wooden puddle, rake or hoe and 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

collect the grit using an appropriate 
sized sieve or as per specification. 

 Ensure lime putty is stored 
underwater in a sealed tub, tank or 
pit for at least 7 days before use 

 Carry out preparation of lime mortar 
using matured lime putty obtained by 
slaking quick lime 

 Carry out mixing of lime putty and 
sand in a water tight platform or 
trough in the specified proportion 
thoroughly mixing the mixture without 
adding extra water 

 Carry out preparation of lime mortar 
in a traditional lime mill or specially 
developed mechanical lime mixer  

 Check and ensure that lime putty 
being used is at least 7 days old to 
allow for adequate hydration of lime. 

 Check and ensure that lime, sand 
and aggregate are mixed in ratio as 
per specification/instructions  

 Check and ascertain that the mixture 
is mixed with water in nearly dry 
conditions with only just sufficient 
water to allow the material to be 
bound 

 Check and ensure that lime putty , 
sand and aggregate used are as per 
as per specifications / instructions  

 Carry out preparation of the plaster 
of the right consistency  

 prepare lime wash of recommended  
consistency as per 
specifications/specification  

 Check and ensure that lime putty 
and water are added in 
recommended proportion as per 
specifications /instructions  

 Carry out addition of colour pigments 
for colour wash, as per specifications 

3 Carry out 
conservation of 
heritage buildings by 
removal of existing 
decayed lime works 
and cleaning and 
repairing of stone 
surfaces 
 
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
06:00 

Theory: - 

 Understand sketches and drawings 
for all cleaning work 

 Apply basic principles and units of 
measurements 

 Describe properties of different types 
of stones including sandstone, 
marble, kota stone, etc. 

 Understand the standard 
specifications of all tools and 
equipment, their care and 
maintenance 

 Classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 

 Blackboard 

 Pencil 

 Brush 

 Brick chisel 

 Stone chisel 

 Steel trowel, 

 Float(wooden/metal) 

 Straight edge 

 Spade(Phawda) 

  Mortar pan 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
24:00 
 
Corresponding NOS 
Code 
CON/N5106 

 Learn and practice the process of 
removal of old sculpted lime/white 
wash, colour wash without sulphate 
deposits and weathered lime plaster 
from heritage buildings 

 Differentiate between types of soap 
solutions for cleaning, their purpose 
and importance 

 Avoid scraping so that the surface is 
not left with scratches and scars 

 Describe pH levels of the solution 
and its importance including ways to 
maintain the level 

 Differentiate between all kinds of 
cleaning agents available, their 
usage and application for heritage 

 Differentiate between different types 
of stones such as – granite, marble, 
limestone, kota stone, sandstone, 
etc. 

 Differentiate between different types 
of soap solutions for cleaning, their 
purpose and importance 

 Differentiate between all kinds of 
‘Tree Killers’ available, their usage 
and application 

 Apply various methods to repair the 
workability of the lime mortar mix 

 Explain process of repairing cracks 
on stones in heritage building 

 Apply the process of injection 
grouting 

 Differentiate between different types 
of grouting nipples and their usage 

Demonstration/ Practical (D/P) :- 

 Perform gentle brushing of the wall 
to remove all loose material 

 Check and ensure that pointing is 
not raked out to provide key 

 Check to ascertain that a wire or 
metal lath is used so as to minimize 
damage to the surface below as 
per specifications/instructions  

 Cut square patches of plaster using 
a craft knife to provide key for new 
mortar as per specifications/ 
instructions  

 Remove vegetation using 
appropriate tools and methods  

 Remove creepers and shrubs from 
walls, columns, arches, floor and 
roof without damaging the heritage 
fabric as per instructions  

 Corner trowel 

 Pointer trowel 

 Tuck pointing trowel 

 Plumb bob 

 Line string (line 

 Dori) 

 Try square, 

 Spirit level 

 Measuring tape 

 Mixing plat form 

 (3’x5’) 

 Helmet 

 Face shield 

 Safety goggles 

 Safety shoes 

 Safety belt 

 Ear defenders 

 Particle masks 

 Overalls  

 Kneepad 

 Reflective jackets 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

 Remove stains including dirt, 
blackening and other 
contaminations using non-ionic 
soap solution as per specifications 
/instructions  

 Check and maintain the required 
pH value of the solution using 
simple pH strips  

 Remove the lime wash/white 
wash/colour without damaging the 
stone below as per specification 

 Scrub the surface with soft brushes 
and hot water for sulphate removal  

 Clean stone surface using a 
scrapper and sand paper without 
causing damage to the neighboring 
stone for non sulphate deposit 
removal and without damaging the 
stone itself 

 Fill the crack with lime mortar using 
a wooden trowel and fix grouting 
nipple from outer side 

 Perform injection lime grouting as 
per specifications/instructions  

 Remove the PVC nipple pipe 
carefully without damaging the 
existing condition and the heritage 
fabric 

 Mix lime mortar (1 lime: 1 sand) 
with additives to achieve matching 
colour as per specifications 
/instructions  

 Fix stainless steel rods or other 
specified material anchors of 
specified length perpendicular to 
the crack by carefully drilling in 
stone and fixing with lime as per 
instructions  

 Ensure that the bent ends are fully 
inserted in the cracked stone 
without damaging the heritage 
fabric 

4 Work effectively in a 
team to deliver 
desired results at a 
construction site  
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
12:00 
 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
18:00 
 

Theory: - 

 Differentiate between different 
activities within his work area 
where an interaction with other   
workers is required 

 Apply applicable techniques of 
work, properties of materials used, 
tools and tackles used, safety 
standards that co- workers might 
need as per the  requirement 

 Describe the importance of proper 
and effective communication and 

 Classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 

 Blackboard 

 Laptop 

 projector 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

Corresponding NOS 
Code 
CON/N8001 

the expected adverse effects in 
case of failure relating to quality, 
timelines, safety, risks at the 
construction project site 

 Describe the importance and need 
of supporting co-workers facing 
problems for smooth  functioning of 
work 

 
Demonstration/ Practical (D/P): - 

 Pass on work related information/ 
requirement clearly to the team 
members 

 Inform co-workers and superiors 
about any kind of deviations from 
work 

 Address the problems effectively 
and report if required  to immediate   
supervisor appropriately 

 Receive instructions clearly from 
superiors and respond effectively 
on same 

 Communicate to team 
members/subordinates for 
appropriate work technique and 
method 

 Seek clarification and advice as per 
requirement and applicability 

 Hand over the  required material, 
tools tackles, equipment and work 
fronts timely to interfacing teams  

 Work together with co-workers in a 
synchronized manner 

5 Plan and organize 
work to meet 
expected outcomes 
at a conservation 
site 
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
12:00 
 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
18:00 
 
Corresponding NOS 
Code 
CON/N8002 

Theory: - 

 Understand the standard practices of 
work to be adopted for assigned task 

 Use available resources in a 
judicious and appropriate manner  

 Understand ways to minimize 
wastages or damage  

 Describe classification of fire and use 
of fire protection devices 

Demonstration/ Practical (D/P): - 

 Understand clearly the targets and 
timelines set by superiors 

 Plan activities as per schedule and 
sequence 

 Provide guidance to the subordinates 
to obtain desired outcome  

 Plan housekeeping activities prior to 
and post completion of work 

 List and arrange required resources 
prior to commencement of work 

 Classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 

 Blackboard 

 Laptop 

 projector 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

 Select and employ correct tools, 
tackles and equipment for 
completion of  
desired work 

 Complete the work with allocated 
resources 

 Engage allocated manpower in an 
appropriate manner & avoid any 
unnecessary  wastage 

 Employ  tools, tackles and 
equipment with care to avoid 
damage to the same 

 Organize  work output, materials 
used, tools and tackles deployed 

 Processes adopted to be in line with 
the specified standards and 
instructions 

6 Work according to 
personal health, 
safety and 
environment 
protocol at a 
construction site 
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
12:00 
 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
18:00 
 
Corresponding NOS 
Code 
CON/N9001 

Theory: - 

 Describe the procedure for 
responding to accidents and other 
emergencies at site 

 Describe the use of various personal 
protective equipment based on 
various working conditions 

 Summarize the importance of 
handling tools, equipment and 
materials safely as per applicability 

 Understand the health and 
environments effect of construction 
materials as per applicability 

 Describe the various environmental 
protection methods as per 
applicability 

i. storage of waste including the 
following at appropriate 
location: 

ii. non-combustible scrap material 
and debris  

iii. combustible scrap material and 
debris  

iv. general construction waste and 
trash (non-toxic, non-
hazardous) 

v. any other hazardous wastes  
vi. any other flammable wastes  

 Explain hazardous materials and its 
use in a safe and appropriate 
manner as per applicability 

 Describe the safety relevant to tools, 
tackles, & requirement as per 
applicability 

 Apply housekeeping activities 
relevant to task 

 

 Classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 

 Blackboard 

 Laptop 

 Projector 

 Safety Helmets 

 Face shield 

 Overalls 

 Knee pads 

 Safety shoes 

 Safety belts 

 Safety harness 

 Safety Gloves 

 Safety goggles 

 Particle masks 

 Ear Plugs 

 Reflective jackets 

 Fire Extinguisher 

 Fire prevention kit 

 First Aid box 

 Safety tags 

 Safety Notice 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

Demonstration/ Practical (D/P): - 

 Identify and report any hazards, risks 
or breaches in site safety to the  
appropriate authority 

 Follow emergency and evacuation 
procedures in case of accidents, fires   
and natural calamities 

 Follow recommended safe practices 
in handling construction materials,    
including chemical and hazardous 
material whenever applicable 

 Participate in safety awareness 
programs like Tool Box Talks, safety  
demonstrations, mock drills, 
conducted at site. 

 Identify near miss, unsafe condition 
and unsafe act 

 Use appropriate Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) as per work  
requirements including:  

 Head Protection (Helmets) 

 Ear protection 

 Fall Protection 

 Foot Protection 

 Face and Eye Protection 

 Hand and Body Protection  

 Respiratory Protection (if 
required) 

 Handle all required tools, tackles, 
materials & equipment safely 

 Follow safe disposal of waste, 
harmful and hazardous materials as 
per EHS guidelines  

 Install and apply all safety equipment 
as per instructions 

 Follow safety protocol and practices 
as laid down by site EHS department 

 COMPULSORY 
NOS: Total 
Duration 
 
Theory Duration 
66:00 
 
Practical Duration 
124:00 

 
Unique Equipment Required:  
Classroom having sitting capacity of 30 trainees, Blackboard, 
Laptop, Projector, Pencil, Hammer, Brick chisel, Stone chisel, 
Comb chisel, Bolster, Masonry hand saw, Steel trowel, 
Float(wooden/metal), Straight edge, Wood/rubber mallet,  
Spade(Phawda), Mortar pan, Corner trowel, Pointer trowel, Tuck 
pointing trowel, Line and pins, Screed board, Jointers, Steel lever, 
Plumb bob, Line string (line, Dori), Try square,Spirit level, 
Measuring tape, Gauge box, Lifting ,appliances (wheel and rope, 
shackles, sling, belts), Wheel barrows, Mixing plat form (3’x5’), 
Helmet, Face shield, Safety goggles, Safety shoes, Safety belt, Ear 
defenders, Particle masks, Overalls, Kneepad, Reflective jacket, 
Pencil, Fire Extinguisher, Fire prevention kit, First Aid box, Safety 
tags, Safety Notice 
 

Electives (mandatory to select at least one Title) 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

Elective 1: Lime 

1 Carry out laying of 
lime flooring and 
terracing in heritage 
buildings 
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
18:00 
 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
42:00 
 
Corresponding NOS 
Code 
CON/N5102 
 
 

Theory: 

 Apply the basic principles and units 
of measurements 

 Understand the drawings / sketches 
for laying lime flooring and lime 
terracing 

 Learn about standard specifications 
of all masonry tools and equipment, 
their care and maintenance 

 Use basic leveling tools in the 
masonry trade such as spirit level, 
water level, plumb bob, line thread, 
etc. 

 Use tools and equipment such as 
measuring tape, trowels, floats, 
brushes, shovels, wheelbarrows, 
joint rules, mason’s square, etc. 

 Determine vertical and horizontal 
alignment using appropriate tools to 
provide vertical datum lines for 
building measurements 

 Use the Triangulation method (3-4-5 
method) for squaring corners 

 Describe the mortar mix proportions 
and its importance 

 Explain water lime ratio 

 Describe the mix proportions and 
ingredients of lime concrete as per 
Indian standards 

 Understand proper soaking time of 
burnt brick aggregate 

 Describe the importance of laying 
concrete as per minimum compacted 
thickness of the layer 

 Learn and practice ramming of 
concrete and use of appropriate tools 
for ramming 

 Apply method for curing of lime 
concrete as per Indian standards 

 Apply process of correction of 
undulations in lime concrete 

 Apply techniques for repairing and 
finishing 

 Understand the process of providing 
khurra in terrace 

 Lay gola in lime terrace 

 Use graded stone aggregate of 
appropriate as per Indian standards 

 Differentiate between different mortar 
mixes used for terracing 

 Differentiate between various 
ramming /compacting and raking 

 Classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 

 Blackboard 

 Pencil 

 Hammer, 

 Steel trowel, 

 Float(wooden/metal) 

 Straight edge 

 Wood/rubber mallet, 

 Spade(phawda) 

 Mortar pan 

 Corner trowel 

 Line and pins 

 Screed board 

 Jointers 

 Steel lever 

 Plumb bob 

 Line string (line 

 Dori) 

 Try square, 

 Spirit level 

 Measuring tape 

 Gauge box 

 Wheel barrows 

 Mixing plat form 
(3’x5’) 

 Helmet 

 Face shield 

 Safety goggles 

 Safety shoes 

 Safety belt 

 Ear defenders 

 Particle masks 

 Overalls  

 Kneepad 

 Reflective jackets 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

tools and techniques and methods of 
ramming as per specifications 

 
Demonstration/ Practical (D/P): - 

 Select and mix slaked lime and 
surkhi as per specifications / 
instructions  

 Select appropriate size of aggregate 
and sand as per specifications/ 
instructions  

 Check and ensure that burnt - brick 
aggregates are soaked thoroughly in 
water as per 
specifications/instructions  

 Carry out laying of lime concrete of 
required thickness as per 
specification/instructions  

 Carry out laying of lime mortar over 
structural members as in case of 
stone slabs as per 
specification/drawings/ sketches/ 
instructions  

 Carry out ramming of lime concrete 
with a rammer as per instructions  

 Check and ensure no surface 
undulations occur 

 Carry out remedial action of pricking 
the surface and spreading fresh lime 
concrete to even out surface 
undulations 

 Check and ensure appropriate 
amount of water is sprinkled during 
the ramming and compacting  

 Carry out addition of local additives 
to improve the waterproofing as per 
specifications/drawings/ sketches/ 
instructions  

 Carry out finishing with lime putty or 
gur and belgiri treatment as per 
specifications /instructions  

 Carry out curing of the lime concrete 
after compaction as per 
specifications /instructions  

 Carry out fixing of khurras of 
recommended size using lime plaster 
as per specifications/instructions  

 Carry out fixing of gola (batta) in lime 
concrete using 50% lime surkhi or as 
per specifications / instructions using 
recommended mortar and brick 
aggregate 

 Carry out fixing of gola (batta) along 
joints of the walls and terrace using 
the recommended method and tools 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

as per drawings/ sketches / 
instructions  

 Carry out finishing of gola with lime 
mortar mixed with local additives as 
per specifications/instructions  

2 Carry out lime render 
and plaster on walls 
of heritage buildings 
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
18:00 
 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
42:00 
 
Corresponding NOS 
Code 
CON/N5103 

 
Theory: 

 Learn and practice drawings/ 
sketches for finishing of walls with 
lime plaster 

 Apply basic principles and units of 
measurements 

 Understand the standard 
specifications of all masonry tools 
and equipment, their care and   
maintenance 

 Describe the type and size of 
materials used for lime plaster 

 Use basic leveling tools in the 
masonry trade such as – spirit level, 
water level, plumb bob, line thread, 
etc. 

 Select and use tools and equipment 
such as – measuring tape, trowels, 
straightedge, shovels, wheelbarrows, 
joint rules, mason’s square, etc. 

 Determine the vertical and horizontal 
alignment using appropriate tools to 
provide vertical datum lines for 
building measurements 

 Use the Triangulation method (3-4-5 
method) for squaring corners 

 Describe the mortar mix proportions 
and its importance 

 Explain water lime ratio 

 Describe the techniques for repairing 
& finishing of lime plaster on walls 

 Differentiate between different mortar 
mixes used for plastering 

 Describe various plastering tools and 
techniques and methods of 
plastering as per specifications 

 Describe the ways to prevent the 
work from rapid drying 

 Apply lime plaster on wall 
 

Demonstration/ Practical: 

 Select appropriate aggregates 
matching the texture and consistency 
of the existing plaster as per 
specifications/instructions  

 Carry out wetting of the walls 
surfaces prior to plastering, as per 
instructions. 

 Classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 

 Blackboard 

 Pencil 

 Hammer, 

 Steel trowel, 

 Float(wooden/metal) 

 Straight edge 

 Wood/rubber mallet, 

 Spade(Phawda) 

 Mortar pan 

 Corner trowel 

 Line and pins 

 Screed board 

 Jointers 

 Steel lever 

 Plumb bob 

 Line string (line 

 Dori) 

 Try square, 

 Spirit level 

 Measuring tape 

 Gauge box 

 Wheel barrows 

 Mixing plat form 
(3’x5’) 

 Helmet 

 Face shield 

 Safety goggles 

 Safety shoes 

 Safety belt 

 Ear defenders 

 Particle masks 

 Overalls  

 Kneepad 

 Reflective jackets 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

 Fill deep holes on the surface of the 
wall  

 Provide protective covering over 
windows, doors, floor and other 
exposed areas using a tarpaulin or 
polythene sheet 

 Apply the base coat of lime plaster of 
specified thickness as per drawings/ 
sketches/instructions  

 Apply the plaster filling the surface 
crevices using recommended tools  

 Scour the surface using appropriate 
tools to avoid cracks and peeling in 
the scratch coat 

 Check and ensure that the previous 
coat is damp before applying the 
next one. 

 Apply further coats of plaster as per 
specifications / drawings/ sketches / 
instructions  

 Refill the cracks in the second coat 
by scouring the surface using 
recommended tools 

 Carry out finishing of the final plaster 
as per specifications /drawings/ 
sketches / instructions  

 Provide  key for the new mortar 

 Consolidate and save the cracked 
and hollow plaster 

 Rake out the loose pointing in the 
wall behind and repoint roughly 

 Brush out loose dust carefully and 
apply the plaster in thin coats  

3 Carry out pointing 
with lime in brick and 
stone work 
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
06:00 
 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
24:00 
 
Corresponding NOS 
Code 
CON/N5104 

Theory: 

 Understand the drawings/ sketches 
for pointing with lime in stone and 
brick masonry. 

 Apply the basic principles of 
measurement 

 Understand standard specification 
of all masonry tools and equipment, 
their care and maintenance 

 Use basic leveling tools in the 
masonry trade such as – spirit level, 
water level, plump bob, line thread, 
etc. 

 Use tools and equipment such as - 
measuring tape, trowels, 
straightedge, shovels, 
wheelbarrows, joint rules, mason’s 
square, quirk channel with blade, 
pointing key, metal spatula etc. 

 Determine vertical and horizontal 
alignment using appropriate tools to 

 Classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 

 Blackboard 

 Pencil 

 Hammer, 

 Brick chisel 

 Stone chisel 

 Comb chisel 

 Bolster 

 Steel trowel, 

 Float(wooden/metal) 

 Straight edge 

 Spade(Phawda) 

  Mortar pan 

 Corner trowel 

 Pointer trowel 

 Tuck pointing trowel 

 Line and pins 

 Screed board 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

provide vertical datum lines for 
building measurements 

 Use the Triangulation method (3-4-5 
method) for squaring corners 

 Describe the mortar mix proportions 
and its importance 

 Explain water lime ratio 

 Describe the techniques for 
repairing and finishing lime works 

 Differentiate between different 
mortar mixes used for pointing 

 Learn and practice grouting of 
rubble walls to restore strength and 
solidarity of the wall. 

 Describe the various pointing and 
raking tools and techniques and 
method of pointing a joint as per 
specifications 

 Explain advantage of using only 
hand tools, preferably scraping and 
picking tools to rake out the mortar 

 Explain advantage of avoiding 
hackling and chiseling in pointing 
works 

 Apply the process of mortar mixing 

 Apply the process of pointing 

 Apply the process of brushing on 
pointing works 

 Define reasons for avoiding 
brushing along the joint 

 Perform curing of pointing works 

 Provide protection to pointing works 
 
Demonstration/ Practical (D/P) :- 

 Perform raking of all loose, powdery 
or decayed mortar  

 Perform grouting of rubble walls 
previously repointed in lime mortar 
using appropriate tools 

 Check and ensure mortar is cleaned 
off the top and bottom of joints, 
leaving a clean square joint and 
carry out brushing of all loose 
material out of the joint 

 Check and ensure masonry surface 
is sufficiently damp  

 Select the materials such as grade 
of lime and sand as per 
specifications / instructions  

 Carry out mixing of sand and water 
in recommended ration as per 
specification / instructed  

 Check and ensure that the mortar 
mix including the colour, matches 

 Jointers 

 Steel lever 

 Plumb bob 

 Line string (line 

 Dori) 

 Try square, 

 Spirit level 

 Measuring tape 

 Gauge box 

 pointing key 

 Lifting ,appliances 
(wheel and rope, 
shackles, sling, belts) 

 Wheel barrows 

 Mixing plat form 
(3’x5’) 

 Helmet 

 Face shield 

 Safety goggles 

 Safety shoes 

 Safety belt 

 Ear defenders 

 Particle masks 

 Overalls  

 Kneepad 

 Reflective jackets 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

the existing pointing work as per 
specification / instructions  

 Carry out the pointing works using 
appropriate mortar as per drawings/ 
sketches / instructions beginning 
from top to bottom 

 Ensure that the mortar is allowed to 
dry out very slowly so that setting 
and carbonation can occur 

 Identify when the pointing is firm 
enough to brush without smearing 
but still malleable enough to work 

 Brush or tamp the joints with a 
churn brush to remove the patina of 
line on the surface of the mortar 

 Close up cracks that might have 
formed, remove feather edges, and 
reveal the shape of the stone 

 Ensure that joint width is not altered 
by bringing the mortar flushed with 
the face of weathered stone 

 Spray the pointing using a fine 
spray with controlled pressure. 

 Ensure protection of new pointing 
form direct sun, wind and rain 
 

4 Carry out 
conservation of 
ornamental plaster 
work in lime for 
heritage buildings 
 
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
12:00 
 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
48:00 
 
Corresponding NOS 
Code 
CON/N5105 

Theory: - 

 Understand the drawings/sketches 
for pointing with lime in stone and 
brick masonry 

 Apply the basic principles and units 
of measurement 

 Understand the standard 
specifications of all masonry tools 
and equipment, their care and 
maintenance 

 Use basic leveling tools in the 
masonry trade such as – spirit level, 
water level, plumb bob, and line 
thread, etc. 

 Use tools and equipment such as – 
measuring tape, trowels, 
straightedge, shovels, wheelbarrows, 
joint rules, mason’s square, etc. 

 Determine vertical and horizontal 
alignment using appropriate tools to 
provide vertical datum lines for 
building measurements 

 Use the Triangulation method (3-4-5 
method) for squaring corners 

 Describe the mortar mix proportions 
and its importance 

 Explain water lime ratio 

 Classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 

 Blackboard 

 Pencil 

 Hammer, 

 Brick chisel 

 Stone chisel 

 Comb chisel 

 Bolster 

 Steel trowel, 

 Float(wooden/metal) 

 Straight edge 

 Spade(Phawda) 

  Mortar pan 

 Corner trowel 

 Pointer trowel 

 Tuck pointing trowel 

 Line and pins 

 Screed board 

 Jointers 

 Steel lever 

 Plumb bob 

 Line string (line 

 Dori) 

 Try square, 

 Spirit level 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

 Describe the techniques for repairing 
and finishing 

 Differentiate between different mortar 
mixes used for pointing 

 Describe various pointing and raking 
tools and techniques and method of 
pointing a joint as per specification 

 Apply the process of conservation of 
ornamental plaster work in lime 
including cornice bands, decorative 
mouldings, stucco work, coffered 
ceiling and ceiling medallions 

 
Demonstration/ Practical (D/P): - 

 Identify and separate the area which 
is beyond repair and that which can 
be conserved  

 Check and ensure proper support 
and scaffolding is provided for the 
work 

 Demonstrate careful removal of the 
damaged section to expose the 
underlying structure to which the 
cornice/moulding is secured 

 Demonstrate process of obtaining a 
cross-section or profile through the 
cornice/moulding from finish ceiling 
to finish lines using an appropriate 
method  

 Perform cutting and fitting of the new 
length of cornice/moulding to match 
the existing cornice/moulding using 
lime putty as per drawings/ sketches 
/ instructions and reproduce the 
ornamentation 

 Perform repairing and restoration of 
the existing ornamental plaster work 
as per drawings/ sketches / 
instructions  

 Measuring tape 

 Gauge box 

 pointing key 

 Lifting ,appliances 
(wheel and rope, 
shackles, sling, belts) 

 Wheel barrows 

 Mixing plat form 

 (3’x5’) 

 Helmet 

 Face shield 

 Safety goggles 

 Safety shoes 

 Safety belt 

 Ear defenders 

 Particle masks 

 Overalls  

 Kneepad 

 Reflective jackets 
 

 ELECTIVE 1: Total 
Duration 
 
Theory Duration 
54:00 
 
Practical Duration 
156:00 

Unique Equipment Required:  
classroom having sitting capacity of 30 trainees, blackboard, 
Laptop, Projector, Pencil, Hammer, Brick chisel, Stone chisel, 
Comb chisel, Bolster, Masonry hand saw, Steel trowel, 
Float(wooden/metal), Straight edge, Wood/rubber mallet, 
Spade(Phawda), Mortar pan, Corner trowel, Pointer trowel, Tuck 
pointing trowel, Line and pins, Screed board, Jointers, Steel lever, 
Plumb bob, Line string (line, Dori), Try square, 
Spirit level, Measuring tape, Gauge box, Lifting ,appliances (wheel 
and rope, shackles, sling, belts), Wheel barrows, Mixing plat form 
(3’x5’), Helmet, Face shield, Safety goggles, Safety shoes, Safety 
belt, Ear defenders, Particle masks, Overalls, Kneepad, Reflective 
jacket, Pencil, Fire Extinguisher, Fire prevention kit, First Aid box, 
Safety tags, Safety Notice 

Elective 2: Stone 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

1 Identify, cut, dress, 
lay and fix stone in 
heritage buildings 
and sites 
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
12:00 
 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
30:00 
 
Corresponding NOS 
Code 
CON/N5107 

Theory :- 

 Apply the basic principles and units 
of measurements 

 Understand the working drawings 
and sketches in context of heritage 
building works 

 Understand the standard 
specifications of all masonry tools 
and equipment, their care and 
maintenance 

 Use basic leveling tools in the 
masonry trade such as spirit level, 
water level, plumb bob, line thread, 
etc. 

 Use tools and equipment such as 
measuring tape, trowels, floats, 
brushes, shovels, wheelbarrows, 
joint rules, mason’s square, etc. 

 Determine vertical and horizontal 
alignment using appropriate tools to 
provide vertical datum lines for 
building measurements 

 Use the Triangulation method (3-4-5 
method) for squaring corners 

 Identify type and size of stones in 
heritage buildings 

 Identify and describe existing defects 
in historic stones like delamination, 
plitting, disintegration, bursting, 
cavities, fractures and cracks, flaws 
and sand holes, injurious veins and 
patches of loose or soft materials 
etc. 

 Describe the various defects in 
replacement stones like cavities, 
cracks, flaws, send holes, injurious 
veins and patches of loose or soft 
materials 

 Describe the various techniques/ 
procedures for cutting/ chiseling/ 
dressing different types of stone 

 Describe the type of mortar used for 
different types of stones works in 
heritage buildings and sites and their 
properties 

 Apply basic knowledge of water lime 
ratio 

 Lay and fix hard stones in position of 
the historic works 

 Describe the size and nature of joints 

 Describe the method of curing stone 
masonry structures 

 Classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 

 Blackboard 

 Pencil 

 Hammer, 

 Brick chisel 

 Stone chisel 

 Comb chisel 

 Bolster 

 Masonry hand 

 saw 

 Steel trowel, 

 Float(wooden/metal) 

 Straight edge 

 Wood/rubber mallet, 

 Spade(Phawda) 

  Mortar pan 

 Corner trowel 

 Pointer trowel 

 Tuck pointing trowel 

 Line and pins 

 Screed board 

 Jointers 

 Steel lever 

 Plumb bob 

 Line string (line 

 Dori) 

 Try square, 

 Spirit level 

 Measuring tape 

 Gauge box 

 Lifting ,appliances 
(wheel and rope, 
shackles, sling, belts) 

 Wheel barrows 

 Mixing plat form 
(3’x5’) 

 Helmet 

 Face shield 

 Safety goggles 

 Safety shoes 

 Safety belt 

 Ear defenders 

 Particle masks 

 Overalls  

 Kneepad 

 Reflective jackets 

 Pencil 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

 Describe the types of  mortar mixes 
used for pointing in heritage 
buildings 

 Describe the various pointing and 
raking tools and techniques and 
method of pointing a joint as per 
specifications 

 Differentiate between various types 
of pointing works namely: 

a. Flush pointing 
b. Keyed/ grooved pointing 
c. Recessed pointing 

 
Demonstration/ Practical :- 

 Interpret the basic working drawings/ 
sketches before the commencement 
work 

 Check and ensure tools and tackles 
are in working condition 

 Set out the layouts as per 
instructions  

 Select stone matching the existing 
masonry on heritage  

 Transfer the required levels and 
markings using appropriate levelling 
tools 

 Check and ensure stones are hard 
and  sound and free from various  

 Mark correct dimensions on the 
stone before cutting/dressing 

 Cut and dress the stone block 
without as per drawings/ sketches or 
as per instructions  

 Estimate the quantity of lime mortar 
required for relevant work 

 Using appropriate tools and 
equipment , lay and fix the stones as 
per specification  

 Lay and compact the lime mortar 
between joints using a hammer 

 Check and maintain the vertical and 
horizontal alignment using 
appropriate tools  

 Check to ensure mortar for pointing 
works is prepared as per 
specification/instructions  

 Perform various types of pointing as 
per historic details using lime mortar 
including: 

 Carry out curing as per 
specification/instructions  

2 Reconstruct stone 
masonry walls, stone 
domes, brackets, 

Theory: 

 Apply the basic principles and units 
of measurements 

 Classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

arches, column and 
beams in heritage 
buildings and sites 
  
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
18:00 
 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
42:00 
 
Corresponding NOS 
Code 
CON/N5108 
 
 

 Understand the working drawings 
and sketches in context of heritage 
building works 

 Understand the standard 
specifications of all masonry tools 
and equipment, their care and 
maintenance 

 Use basic leveling tools in the 
masonry trade such as spirit level, 
water level, plumb bob, line thread, 
etc. 

 Use tools and equipment such as 
measuring tape, trowels, floats, 
brushes, shovels, wheelbarrows, 
joint rules, mason’s square, etc. 

 Determine vertical and horizontal 
alignment using appropriate tools to 
provide vertical datum lines for 
building measurements 

 Use the Triangulation method (3-4-5 
method) for squaring corners 

 Describe the type and size of stones 
in heritage buildings 

 Describe the defects in stones like 
cavities, cracks, flaws, sand holes, 
injurious veins and   patches of loose 
or soft materials 

 Describe the various techniques/ 
procedures for cutting/ chiseling/ 
dressing different types of stone 

 Define the type of lime mortar used 
in heritage buildings and sites 

 Describe the properties of mortar 
and the knowledge of mix 
proportions 

 Apply basic knowledge of water lime 
ratio 

 Perform laying and fixing of masonry 
stones in position and maintaining 
the character of historic masonry 

 Describe the size and nature of joints 

 Apply the process of levelling of the 
course in random rubble masonry at 
intervals varying from 300-900mm in 
height  

 Describe the bond stone and through 
stones and their uses 

 Describe the process of staggering 
the vertical joints to avoid long 
vertical joints 

 Describe the process of compacting 
down the stone being used for 
hearting or interior filling using a 

 Blackboard 

 Pencil 

 Hammer, 

 Brick chisel 

 Stone chisel 

 Comb chisel 

 Bolster 

 Masonry hand 

 saw 

 Steel trowel, 

 Float(wooden/metal) 

 Straight edge 

 Wood/rubber mallet, 

 Spade(Phawda) 

  Mortar pan 

 Corner trowel 

 Pointer trowel 

 Tuck pointing trowel 

 Line and pins 

 Screed board 

 Jointers 

 Steel lever 

 Plumb bob 

 Line string (line 

 Dori) 

 Try square, 

 Spirit level 

 Measuring tape 

 Gauge box 

 Lifting ,appliances 
(wheel and rope, 
shackles, sling, belts) 

 Wheel barrows 

 Mixing plat form 
(3’x5’) 

 Helmet 

 Face shield 

 Safety goggles 

 Safety shoes 

 Safety belt 

 Ear defenders 

 Particle masks 

 Overalls  

 Kneepad 

 Reflective jackets 

 Pencil 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

wooden mallet into the position so 
that it is firmly bedded in mortar 

 Describe the process of using stones 
chips (pinning stones) for filling 
interstices between adjacent stones  

 Describe the various historic joints 
and jointing techniques 

 Describe the method of curing new 
stone masonry works after execution 

 Describe the various pointing and 
raking tools and techniques and 
method of pointing the masonry joint 
as per specifications 

 Learn and practice laying and fixing 
of stone slab/ block in position 

 Describe the arch, dome and vault 
construction techniques, its 
component & terminology 

 Describe the staircase  construction 
techniques, its component & 
terminology 

 Describe the process of removing 
the decayed stones  

 Describe the relaying and fixings 
new stones for staircases, domes, 
arches, chajjas, beams and columns  

 Describe the importance of 
appropriate joint spacing & gauging 
in arches 

 Describe the techniques for repairing 
& finishing masonry works for 
different purposes 
 

Demonstration/ Practical (D/P): - 

 Check and ensure tools and tackles 
are in working condition 

 Check and ensure the size of the 
stone is as per drawings/ 
sketches/instructions  

 Check and ensure stone is free from 
any damage and defects 

 Check and ensure stone is similar or 
close to the one used in the heritage 
building 

 Perform laying and fixing of random 
rubble masonry in hard stone and 
bring it to course 

 Perform levelling at plinth, window 
sills, lintel and roof levels 

 Provide bond/ through stones in 
walls as per drawings/ sketch/ 
instructions  

 Place and fix new stones with the 
already laid stones to maintain the 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

thickness of the mortar joints at the 
face  

 Hammer dress the stone on the face, 
sides and the bed as per instructions 
and compact it  

 Finish the joints at the time of laying 
as per specifications  

 Perform building of stone wall in 
coursed rubble masonry dressing the 
stone in approximately rectangular 
shape 

 Perform building of stone wall in 
ashlar masonry by fine dressing and 
chiseling the exposed  stone  

 Perform structural strengthening of 
arches by installing anchors and ties 
for as per specifications/drawings/ 
sketches /instructions  

 Obtain the rise and centering and fix 
the scaffolding accordingly 

 Perform installation of arch masonry 
unit as per drawings/ 
sketches/instructions  

 Dismantle the scaffolding /support 
after the specified time period, as per 
instructions  

 Maintain the set out of tread and 
riser of staircase as per drawings/ 
sketches /instructions 

 Fix stones for staircase as per 
drawings/ sketches/instructions   

 Demonstrate erection of masonry 
column as per drawings/ 
sketches/instructions 

 Perform checks to ensure masonry 
works is as per original design, 
alignment and plumb 

3 Lay and fix stone for 
flooring in heritage 
building and sites 
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
06:00 
 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
24:00 
 
Corresponding NOS 
Code 
CON/N5109 

Theory: 

 Apply basic principles and units of 
measurements 

 Understand the working drawings 
and sketches in context of heritage 
building works 

 Understand the standard 
specifications of all masonry tools 
and equipment, their care and 
maintenance 

 Use basic leveling tools in the 
masonry trade such as spirit level, 
water level, plumb bob, line thread, 
etc. 

 Use tools and equipment such as 
measuring tape, trowels, floats, 

 Classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 

 Blackboard 

 Pencil 

 Hammer, 

 Brick chisel 

 Stone chisel 

 Comb chisel 

 Bolster 

 Masonry hand saw 

 Steel trowel, 

 Float(wooden/metal) 

 Straight edge 

 Wood/rubber mallet, 

 Spade(Phawda) 

  Mortar pan 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

brushes, shovels, wheelbarrows, 
joint rules, mason’s square, etc. 

 Determine vertical and horizontal 
alignment using appropriate tools to 
provide vertical datum lines for 
building measurements 

 Use the Triangulation method (3-4-5 
method) for squaring corners 

 Describe the type and size of stones 
in heritage buildings 

 Describe the defects in stones like 
cavities, cracks, flaws, sand holes, 
injurious veins and patches of loose 
or soft materials 

 Describe the various techniques/ 
procedures for cutting/ chiseling/ 
dressing different types of stone 

 Describe the type of mortar used in 
heritage buildings and sites 

 Describe the properties of mortar 
and the knowledge of mix 
proportions 

 Apply the basic knowledge of water 
lime ratio 

 Describe the basic properties, use & 
applications of different types of 
stone like granite, marble, limestone 
and kota stone used in flooring works 

 Describe the methods and 
techniques of preparing bed mortar, 
lime slurry and lime paste required 
as per types of surface and stone 

 Describe the method of laying and 
fixing stones for flooring works 

 Describe the process of cutting, 
laying and fixing of the stone 

 Describe the methods and 
techniques of finishing & polishing 
stone 
 

Demonstration/ Practical: 

 Interpret drawings, sketches or 
specifications related to work 

 Check for basic attributes of the 
floor, staircase, dado and plinth and 
ensure surface is free from any 
debris or obstructions 

 Check for level and compactness of 
surface using  

 Measure dimensions of surface and 
ensure its adequacy for laying of 
stones 

 Carry out markings of surface to 
provide direction for laying of stone 

 Corner trowel 

 Pointer trowel 

 Tuck pointing trowel 

 Line and pins 

 Screed board 

 Jointers 

 Steel lever 

 Plumb bob 

 Line string (line 

 Dori) 

 Try square, 

 Spirit level 

 Measuring tape 

 Gauge box 

 Lifting ,appliances 
(wheel and rope, 
shackles, sling, 
belts) 

 Wheel barrows 

 Mixing plat form 
(3’x5’) 

 Helmet 

 Face shield 

 Safety goggles 

 Safety shoes 

 Safety belt 

 Ear defenders 

 Particle masks 

 Overalls  

 Kneepad 

 Reflective jacket 

 Pencil 
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as per drawings/ sketches 
/instructions  

 Check for completion of embedded 
services and make necessary 
provisions for the same 

 Clean the surface of the stone of 
any grease, dust, clay and any 
other dirt material before placement 
and ensure its free from damage 

 Determine the alignment and laying 
pattern as per specifications  

 Lay and set the stones in place as 
per drawings/ sketches /instructions  

 Check for compactness and 
hollowness of set stones using 
wooden mallet to achieve the 
desired stability 

 Fill  any depressions/ gaps with lime 
mortar as specifications 

 Join the stone with lime slurry / lime 
mortar of matching proportion to 
match with the exiting colour of the 
flooring 

 Carry out finishing of the surface by 
rubbing and grinding using 
appropriate tools 

 Polish the stone by using sand and 
water, pumice stone and machine 
as per specification 

4 Lay and fix 
decorative elements 
in heritage building 
sites 
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
06:00 
 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
24:00 
 
Corresponding NOS 
Code 
CON/N5110 

Theory: 

 Apply the basic principles and units 
of measurements 

 Understand the working drawings 
and sketches in context of heritage 
building works 

 Understand the standard 
specifications of all masonry tools 
and equipment, their care and 
maintenance 

 Use basic leveling tools in the 
masonry trade such as spirit level, 
water level, plumb bob, line thread, 
etc. 

 Use tools and equipment such as 
measuring tape, trowels, floats, 
brushes, shovels, wheelbarrows, 
joint rules, mason’s square, etc. 

 Determine vertical and horizontal 
alignment using appropriate tools to 
provide vertical datum lines for 
building measurements 

 Use the Triangulation method (3-4-5 
method) for squaring corners 

 Classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 

 Blackboard 

 Pencil 

 Hammer, 

 Brick chisel 

 Stone chisel 

 Comb chisel 

 Bolster 

 Masonry hand saw 

 Steel trowel, 

 Float(wooden/metal) 

 Straight edge 

 Wood/rubber mallet, 

 Spade(Phawda) 

  Mortar pan 

 Corner trowel 

 Pointer trowel 

 Tuck pointing trowel 

 Line and pins 

 Screed board 

 Jointers 

 Steel lever 
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 Describe the type of mortar used in 
heritage buildings and sites 

 Describe the properties of mortar 
and the knowledge of mix 
proportions 

 Describe the techniques for repairing 
& finishing 

 Describe the process of laying and 
fixing of decorative elements on 
heritage buildings and sites 
jaali,chajjas which are used 
commonly in heritage buildings 

 Describe the various patterns on 
stone jaalis and chajjas 

 
Demonstration/ Practical (D/P) :- 

 Check and ensure that the stone 
slabs being used are hard, sound, 
durable and free from any damage or 
cracks 

 Dress all sides which would be 
exposed and rough dress the other 
sides that are not exposed 

 Maintain true angle and straight edge 
line 

 Finish the stone slab in stipulated 
thickness and as per specification 

 Check and ensure that the length of 
the stone slabs is as per drawing/ 
sketch /instructions  

 Carry out fixing of the stone as per 
drawing/ sketch /instructions using 
holding down clamps 

 Provide slope in the stone and the 
bearing as per specifications  

 Fix cove supports to the chajja 

 Carry out pointing on the joints with 
lime mortar with an admixture 
pigment to match the stone shade as 
per specification 

 Identify and select the stone for fixing 
copings, cornices and eaves. 

 Dress stones for copings, cornices 
and eaves 

 Lay the stone in lime mortar of 
specified mix and fix as per 
drawings/ sketches /instructions  

 Identify and select the stone of for 
fixing jaali and dress it accordingly 

 Obtain jaali design as per pattern  

 Fix the jaali in coordination with the 
stone carver as per the drawing/ 
sketches /instructions  

 Plumb bob 

 Line string (line 

 Dori) 

 Try square, 

 Spirit level 

 Measuring tape 

 Gauge box 

 Lifting ,appliances 
(wheel and rope, 
shackles, sling, 
belts) 

 Wheel barrows 

 Mixing plat form 
(3’x5’) 

 Helmet 

 Face shield 

 Safety goggles 

 Safety shoes 

 Safety belt 

 Ear defenders 

 Particle masks 

 Overalls  

 Kneepad 

 Reflective jacket 

 Pencil 
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5 Carry out veneering/ 
cladding with stone 
on walls and domes 
in heritage buildings 
and sites 
 
 
Theory Duration 
(hh:mm) 
12:00 
 
Practical Duration 
(hh:mm) 
36:00 
 
Corresponding NOS 
Code 
CON/N5111 

Theory: - 

 Apply basic principles and units of 
measurements 

 Understand the working drawings 
and sketches in context of heritage 
building works 

 Understand the standard 
specifications of all masonry tools 
and equipment, their care and 
maintenance 

 Use basic leveling tools in the 
masonry trade such as spirit level, 
water level, plumb bob, line thread, 
etc. 

 Use tools and equipment such as 
measuring tape, trowels, floats, 
brushes, shovels, wheelbarrows, 
joint rules, mason’s square, etc. 

 Determine vertical and horizontal 
alignment using appropriate tools to 
provide vertical datum lines for 
building measurements 

 Use the triangulation method (3-4-5 
method) for squaring corners 

 Describe the standard specification 
of all tools and materials required for 
cladding work 

 Describe the different types of stones 
such as – granite, marble, limestone, 
kota stone, sandstone, etc. used for 
veneering and cladding 

 Describe the process of handling, 
shifting and placing of stone 

 Describe the defects in stones like 
cavities, cracks, flaws, sand holes, 
injurious veins and patches of loose 
or soft materials 

 Describe the various techniques/ 
procedures for cutting/ chiseling/ 
dressing different types of stone 

 Describe the type of mortar used in 
heritage buildings and sites 

 Describe the properties of mortar 
and the knowledge of mix 
proportions 

 Apply basic knowledge of water lime 
ratio 

 Describe the process to lay and fix 
hard stones in position 

 Describe about the size and nature 
of joints 

 Describe the method of curing stone 
masonry structures 

 classroom having 
sitting capacity of 30 
trainees 

 blackboard 

 pencil 

 Hammer, 

 Brick chisel 

 Stone chisel 

 Comb chisel 

 Bolster 

 Masonry hand saw 

 Steel trowel, 

 Float(wooden/metal) 

 Straight edge 

 Wood/rubber mallet, 

 Spade(Phawda) 

  Mortar pan 

 Corner trowel 

 Pointer trowel 

 Tuck pointing trowel 

 Line and pins 

 Screed board 

 Jointers 

 Steel lever 

 Plumb bob 

 Line string (line 

 Dori) 

 Try square, 

 Spirit level 

 Measuring tape 

 Gauge box 

 Lifting ,appliances 
(wheel and rope, 
shackles, sling, 
belts) 

 Wheel barrows 

 Mixing plat form 
(3’x5’) 

 Helmet 

 Face shield 

 Safety goggles 

 Safety shoes 

 Safety belt 

 Ear defenders 

 Particle masks 

 Overalls  

 Kneepad 

 Reflective jacket 

 Pencil 
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 Describe the method to lay and fix 
stone slab/ block in position 

 Describe the basic techniques and 
principles for preparation of vertical 
surfaces for  cladding works 

 Describe the width of joints in 
cladding works 

 Describe the process of securing 
adjacent stones in cladding works 

 
Demonstration/ Practical (D/P): - 

 Select the stone as per specifications 
/ instructions  

 Check and ensure that stone slabs 
are as per specification and are of 
the required thickness and are cut 
parallel to the natural bed of the 
stone 

 Dress the exposed surface and 
side(s) of the stone as per 
specifications / instructions  

 Rough dress the surface that would 
face the mortar as per specifications 
/instructions  

 Lay and fix the stone in position with 
lime mortar without the use of chips 
and underpinnings 

 Secure the adjoining stones with the 
means of pins or anchors  

 Secure firmly the stone to the 
backing by means of stainless steel 
clamps as per 
specification/drawings/ 
sketches/instructions  

 Lay and fix the stone in courses as 
per drawings/ sketches/instructions  

 Lay all the courses truly horizontal 
and vertical joints truly vertical 

 Carry out the backing simultaneously 
with the face work 

 Check to ensure that all joints are 
filled with lime mortar 

 Check to ensure that the thickness of 
joints is as per specifications 
/instructions  

 Finish the joints with a mixture of 
lime mortar and admixture matching 
to the colour of the stone 
specifications /instructions  

 ELECTIVE 2: Total 
Duration 
 
Theory Duration 
54:00 

Unique Equipment Required:  
classroom having sitting capacity of 30 trainees, blackboard, 
Laptop, Projector, Pencil, Hammer, Brick chisel, Stone chisel, 
Comb chisel, Bolster, Masonry hand saw, Steel trowel, 
Float(wooden/metal), Straight edge, Wood/rubber mallet, 
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Sr. 
No. 

Module Key Learning Outcomes Equipment Required 

 
Practical Duration 
156:00 

Spade(Phawda), Mortar pan, Corner trowel, Pointer trowel, Tuck 
pointing trowel, Line and pins, Screed board, Jointers, Steel lever, 
Plumb bob, Line string (line, Dori), Try square, 
Spirit level, Measuring tape, Gauge box, Lifting ,appliances (wheel 
and rope, shackles, sling, belts), Wheel barrows, Mixing plat form 
(3’x5’), Helmet, Face shield, Safety goggles, Safety shoes, Safety 
belt, Ear defenders, Particle masks, Overalls, Kneepad, Reflective 
jacket, Pencil, Fire Extinguisher, Fire prevention kit, First Aid box, 
Safety tags, Safety Notice 

 Grand Total 
Duration  
Minimum Duration 
for QP: 400 
Theory: 120 
Practical: 280 
 
Maximum Duration 
for QP: 610 
Theory: 174 
Practical: 436 

Unique Equipment Required:  
classroom having sitting capacity of 30 trainees, blackboard, 
Laptop, Projector, Pencil, Hammer, Brick chisel, Stone chisel, 
Comb chisel, Bolster, Masonry hand saw, Steel trowel, 
Float(wooden/metal), Straight edge, Wood/rubber mallet, 
Spade(Phawda), Mortar pan, Corner trowel, Pointer trowel, Tuck 
pointing trowel, Line and pins, Screed board, Jointers, Steel lever, 
Plumb bob, Line string (line, Dori), Try square, 
Spirit level, Measuring tape, Gauge box, Lifting ,appliances (wheel 
and rope, shackles, sling, belts), Wheel barrows, Mixing plat form 
(3’x5’), Helmet, Face shield, Safety goggles, Safety shoes, Safety 
belt, Ear defenders, Particle masks, Overalls, Kneepad, Reflective 
jacket, Pencil, Fire Extinguisher, Fire prevention kit, First Aid box, 
Safety tags, Safety Notice 

 
 
(This syllabus/ curriculum has been approved by Construction Skill Development Council of 
India) 
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Trainer Prerequisites for Job role: “Mason Heritage Works -(Electives: 

Lime/Stone)” mapped to Qualification Pack: “CON/Q5101, v1.0” 
 

Sr. 
No. 

Area Details 

1 Description To deliver accredited training service, mapping to the curriculum detailed 
above, in accordance with the Qualification Pack “CON/Q5101”. 

2 Personal 
Attributes 

Aptitude for conducting training, and pre/ post work to ensure competent, 
employable candidates at the end of the training. Strong communication 
skills, interpersonal skills, ability to work as part of a team; a passion for 
quality and for developing others; well-organised and focused, eager to 
learn and keep oneself updated with the latest in the mentioned field 

3 Minimum 
Educational 
Qualifications 

12th standard pass / RPL (traditional learning process) 

4a Domain 
Certification 

Certified for the job role “Mason Heritage Works” mapped to 
QP:“CON/Q5101 v 1.0”  Minimum accepted score is 80% 

4b Platform 
Certification 

Certified for the job role “Trainer” mapped to QP:“ MEP/Q0102”  Minimum 
accepted score is 80% 

5 Experience  i. Technical Degree holder with minimum three years of Field experience 
and preferably two years of teaching experience or, 
ii. In case of a Diploma Holder five years of field experience and 
preferably two years of teaching experience or, 
iii. In case of 10th pass minimum eight years of field experience and/or 
preferably two years of teaching Experience or master craftsman who 
has gained knowledge and skills through traditional learning process 
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CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT OF TRAINEES 

Job Role Mason Heritage Works-(Electives: Lime/Stone) 

Qualification Pack CON/Q5101 

Sector Skill Council Construction  

 

 

 

  

Guidelines for Assessment 
1. Criteria for assessment for each Qualification Pack will be created by the Sector Skill Council. Each 

Performance Criteria (PC) will be assigned marks proportional to its importance in NOS. SSC will also lay down 

proportion of marks for Theory and Skills Practical for each PC. 

2. The assessment for the knowledge part will be based on knowledge bank of questions created by Assessment 

Bodies subject to approval by SSC 

3. Individual assessment agencies will create unique question papers for knowledge/theory part for assessment 

of candidates as per assessment criteria given below 

4. Individual assessment agencies will create unique evaluations for skill practical for every student at each 

examination/training centre based on assessment criteria. 

5. The passing percentage for each QP will be 70%. To pass the Qualification Pack, every trainee should score a 

minimum of 70% individually in each NOS. 

6. The Assessor shall check the final outcome of the practices while evaluating the steps performed to achieve 

the final outcome. 

7. The trainee shall be provided with a chance to repeat the test to correct his procedures in case of improper 

performance, with a deduction of marks for each iteration. 

8. After the certain number of iteration as decided by SSC the trainee is marked as fail, scoring zero marks for 

the procedure for the practical activity. 

9. In case of successfully passing only certain number of NOSs, the trainee is eligible to take subsequent 

assessment on the balance NOSs to pass the Qualification Pack within the specified timeframe set by SSC. 

10. Minimum duration of Assessment of each QP shall be of 4hrs/trainee. 
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Compulsory NOS 
Total Mark 500 

Marks Allocation 

Assessment 
outcomes 

Assessment Criteria for outcomes 
Total 
Mark  

Out Of 
Theory 
  

Skills 
Practical 
  

CON/N5101: Carry 
out preparation of 
lime putty, lime 
mortar, lime 
concrete, lime 
plaster and lime 
wash for 
conservation of 
heritage buildings 

 

PC1. Interpret relevant information from basic working 

drawings/ sketches prior to commencement of 

conservation work 

100 

10 3 7 

PC2. select tools and tackles and check their working 

condition 
5 1 4 

PC3. set out the layouts as per drawings/ 

sketches/instructions  
5 1 4 

PC4.  check and ascertain that quick lime is as per 
specifications 5 1 4 

PC5. check and ensure mixing of lime and water in the 
recommended ratio  

5 1 4 

PC6. collect the grit using an appropriate sized sieve  
and store the lime putty underwater as specified 

10 4 6 

PC7. check and ensure that lime putty being used is as 
per specifications  

5 1 4 

PC8.   mix lime putty ,sand and aggregate in the 
specified proportion on water tight platform/in a 
traditional lime mill /specially developed 
mechanical lime mixer 

15 5 10 

PC9. prepare the plaster of specified consistency using 
lime putty , sand and aggregate as per 
specifications /instructions 

15 5 10 

PC10. prepare lime wash of recommended consistency 
by adding and mixing lime putty and water in 
recommended proportion as per 
specifications/instructions 

 15 5 10 

PC11. add colour pigments, in case of coloured wash, as 
per specifications  10 3 7 

   Total 100 30 70 

CON/N5106: Carry 
out conservation of 
heritage buildings  
by removal of 
existing lime works 

PC1.    brush the wall to remove all loose material 
ensuring that pointing is not raked out for 
providing key 

100 

10 2 8 

PC2.    cut a patches of plaster to provide key for new 
mortar as per specifications/ instructions 

12 4 8 

PC3. manually remove vegetation from walls, columns, 
arches, floor and roof as per instructions using 
recommended tools and methods 

8 2 6 
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PC4. remove stains including dirt, blackening and other 
contaminations from stone surfaces as per 
specifications/instructions 

12 4 8 

PC5.  Scrub and scrape the additional layers of 
sulphate/non sulpahte deposits over historic stone 
surfaces as per specifications/instructions 

 

12 4 8 

PC6. scrape all loose binding material from the crack and 
fill the crack with lime mortar as per specifications 

8 2 6 

PC7. perform  injection lime grouting as per 
specifications / instructions for the consolidation 

15 5 10 

PC8. Carry out drilling on stones and fixing of anchors to 
it as per specification  

15 5 10 

PC9. Finish the surface with lime mortar as per 
specifications 

8 2 6 

   Total 100 30 70 

CON/N8001: Work 
effectively in a 
team to deliver 
desired results at 
the workplace 

PC1. pass on work related information/  requirement 
clearly to the team members 

100 

7 2 5 

PC2. inform co-workers and superiors about any kind 
of deviations from work 7 2 5 

PC3. address the problems effectively and report if 
required  to immediate supervisor appropriately 10 3 7 

PC4. receive instructions clearly from superiors and 
respond effectively on same 7 2 5 

PC5. communicate to team members/subordinates 
for appropriate work technique and method 10 3 7 

PC6. seek clarification and advice as per requirement 
and applicability 7 2 5 

PC7. hand over the  required material, tools tackles, 
equipment and work fronts timely to interfacing teams 25 8 17 

PC8. work together with co-workers in a synchronized 
manner 27 8 19 

   Total 100 30 70 

CON/N8002 Plan 
and organize work 
to meet expected 
outcomes. 

PC1. understand clearly the targets and timelines set 
by superiors 

100 

7 2 5 

PC2. plan activities as per schedule and sequence 7 2 5 

PC3. provide guidance to the subordinates to obtain 
desired outcome 

10 3 7 

PC4. plan housekeeping activities prior to and post 
completion of work 

7 2 5 

PC5. list and arrange required resources prior to 
commencement of work 10 3 7 

PC6. select and employ correct tools, tackles and 
equipment for completion of  
desired work 

10 3 7 
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PC7. complete the work with allocated resources 10 3 7 

PC8. engage allocated manpower in an appropriate 
manner 10 3 7 

PC9. use resources in an optimum manner to avoid 
any unnecessary wastage 10 3 7 

PC10. employ tools, tackles and equipment with care 
to avoid damage to the same 

7 2 5 

PC11. organize  work output, materials used, and 
tools and tackles deployed 6 2 4 

PC12. processes adopted to be in line with the 
specified standards and instructions 

6 2 4 

   Total 100 30 70 

CON/N9001: Work 
according to 
personal health, 
safety and 
environment 
protocol at 
construction site 

PC1.     identify and report any hazards, risks or 
breaches in site safety to the    appropriate authority 

100 

5 1 4 

PC2.     follow emergency and evacuation procedures in 
case of  accidents, fires, natural calamities 5 1 4 

PC3.     follow recommended safe practices in handling 
construction materials, including chemical and 
hazardous material whenever applicable 

10 2 8 

PC4.     participate in safety awareness programs like 
Tool Box Talks, safety demonstrations, mock drills, 
conducted at site 

5 1 4 

PC5.     identify near miss , unsafe condition and unsafe 
act 

5 1 4 

PC6. use appropriate Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE) as per work  
    requirements including:  
• Head Protection (Helmets) 
• Ear protection 
• Fall Protection 
• Foot Protection 
• Face and Eye Protection, 
• Hand  and Body Protection  
• Respiratory Protection (if required) 

10 2 8 

PC7.     handle all required tools, tackles , materials & 
equipment safely 

5 1 4 

PC8.     follow safe disposal of waste, harmful and 
hazardous materials as per EHS guidelines 7 2 5 

PC9.     install and apply properly all safety equipment 
as instructed 

7 2 5 

PC10.follow safety protocol and practices as laid down 
by site EHS department 

13 4 9 

PC11.     collect and deposit construction waste into 
identified containers before  disposal, separate 
containers that may be needed for disposal of toxic or  
hazardous wastes 

13 4 9 
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PC12.apply ergonomic principles wherever required 7 2 5 

  Total 100 30 70 

ELECTIVES 
Elective 1: Lime 

Total Marks: 400 Marks Allocation 

Assessment 
outcomes 

Assessment Criteria for outcomes 
Total 
Mark  

Out Of 
Theory 
  

Skills 
Practical 
  

CON/N5102: Carry 
out laying of lime 
flooring and 
terracing in  
heritage buildings 

PC1. select and mix appropriate proportions of slaked 

lime and surkhi as per specifications / instructions  

100 

5 1 4 

PC2. select and use appropriate size of aggregate and 

sand as per specifications / instructions 
5 1 4 

PC3. ensure soaking of burnt - brick aggregates in 

water as per specifications /instructions  
5 1 4 

PC4. lay lime concrete /lime mortar over structural 

and non-structural members of  specified 

thickness as per instructions  

15 6 9 

PC5. carry out ramming of lime concrete as per 

specification 
5 2 3 

PC6. carry out remedial action of pricking the surface 

and spreading fresh lime concrete to even out 

surface undulations 

 

10 3 7 

PC7. carry out finishing of lime concrete with lime 

putty/ gur and belgiri treatment as per 

instructions  

10 3 7 

PC8. carry out curing of the lime concrete as per 

specifications/instructions  
3 1 2 

PC9. lay khurras of recommended size as per 

specifications/instructions  
7 1 6 

PC10. apply lime plaster to finish the khurras 

maintaining average thickness as per 

specification / drawings/ sketches/instructions  

8 2 6 

PC11. Lay gola (batta) in lime concrete as per 

specifications/instructions using recommended 

brick aggregate and mortar  

12 5 7 

PC12. lay the gola (batta) along joints of the walls and 

terrace using the recommended method and 

tools as per drawings/ sketches/ 

10 3 7 
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PC13. carry out finishing of gola with lime mortar 

mixed with local addiditives as per specifications 

/ instructions  

5 1 4 

   Total 100 30 70 

CON/N5103 Carry 
out lime render 
and plaster on 
walls of heritage 
buildings 

PC1. Check and ensure the composition and 

consistency of prepared lime mortar is as  per 

specifications/instructions  

100 

10 3 7 

PC2. ensure wetting of the walls surfaces prior to 

plastering, as per instructions 
5 2 3 

PC3. prepare the surface of the wall using lime 

mortar as per drawings/ sketches / instructions 
10 3 7 

PC4. Undertake necessary protection measures to 

protect the historic fabric 
5 2 3 

PC5. apply the base coat of lime plaster of specified 

thickness as per specifications / /instructions 

using recommended tools while maintaining the 

contour 

10 3 7 

PC6. scour the surface using appropriate tools to 

avoid cracks and peeling in the scratch coat 

 

10 3 7 

PC7. apply further coats of plaster as per 

specifications / /instructions  
10 3 7 

PC8. finish the final plaster as per specifications / 

/instructions and ensure proper curing of 

finished surface 

10 3 7 

PC9. cut the damaged/affected patch using 

appropriate tools 
10 3 7 

PC10. rake out the loose pointing in the wall behind 

and repoint roughly 
5 2 3 

PC11. brush out loose dust and apply the plaster in 

thin coats using      recommended tools as per 

specifications/ instructions  

5 1 4 

PC12. consolidate and save the cracked and hollow 

plaster 
5 1 4 

PC13. finish the final plaster patch as per 

specifications / instructions and ensure proper 

curing of finished surface 
5 1 4 

   Total 100 30 70 
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CON/N5104  Carry 
out pointing with 
lime in brick and 
stone work 

PC1. rake out loose, powdery or decayed mortar using 

recommended tools while maintaining width of 

joints 

100 

10 3 7 

PC2. grout rubble walls previously repointed in lime 

mortar in case of hollow joints prior to pointing 
15 5 10 

PC3. Check and ensure the composition and 

consistency of prepared lime mortar is as  per 

specifications/instructions  

10 3 7 

PC4. carry out the pointing works as per drawings/ 

sketches /instruction using appropriate tools 
20 6 14 

PC5. apply mortar ensuring there is no gap behind the 

new pointing 
10 3 7 

PC6. Maintain the joint width as per 

specifications/evidence at site  
15 4 11 

PC7. Carry out curing of pointing works as per 

specifications 
10 3 7 

PC8. ensure protection of new pointing form direct 

sun, wind and rain 
10 3 7 

   Total 100 30 70 

CON/N5105  Carry 
out conservation of 
ornamental plaster 
work in lime for 
heritage buildings 

PC1. identify and separate the area for repair and 

conservation and ensure proper support and 

scaffolding is provided for the work 

100 

15 5 10 

PC2. remove the damaged section to expose the 

underlying structure to which the 

cornice/moulding is secured 

15 5 10 

PC3. obtain a cross-section or profile through the 

cornice/moulding from finish ceiling to finish 

lines using an appropriate method as per 

drawings/ sketches / instructions  

20 5 15 

PC4. reproduce, cut and fit the new length of 

cornice/moulding to match the existing 

cornice/moulding as per drawings/ sketches 

/instructions  

20 5 15 

PC5. reproduce the ornamentation on the 

cornice/moulding as per drawings/ sketches / 

instructions  

15 5 10 

PC6. repair and restore the existing ornamental 

plaster work as per drawings/ sketches / 

instructions  

15 5 10 
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   Total 100 30 70 

      

ELECTIVES 
Elective 2: Stone 

Total Marks: 500 Marks Allocation 

Assessment 
outcomes 

Assessment Criteria for outcomes 
Total 
Mark  

Out Of 
Theory 
  

Skills 
Practical 
  

CON/N5107: 
Identify, cut, dress, 
lay and fix stone in 
heritage buildings 
and sites 

PC1. Select tools and tackles for work and ensure they 

are in working condition 

100 

5 1 4 

PC2. set out the layouts as per instructions  
5 1 4 

PC3. identify and select stone matching the existing 

masonry on heritage building and sites and 

ensure they are free from defects 

8 2 6 

PC4. identify and transfer the required levels and 

markings using appropriate tools 
8 2 6 

PC5. mark correct dimensions on the stone before 

cutting/dressing 
8 2 6 

PC6. cut the stone block as per 

specifications/instructions  
8 2 6 

PC7. chisel and dress all sides of the cut stone 

member to ensure maximum fit while laying and 

fixing 

10 4 6 

PC8. Lay and fix the stones as per specification while 

ensuring the line, level and alignment 
10 3 7 

PC9. lay and compact the lime mortar between joints 

as per specifications 
8 2 6 

PC10. check vertical and horizontal alignment using 

appropriate tools and maintain the same as per 

requirements 

5 2 3 

PC11. Check and ensure the composition and 

consistency of prepared lime mortar is as  per 

specifications/instructions  

15 7 9 

PC12. carry out various types of pointing as per 

historic details using lime mortar including: 

a. Flush pointing 

b. Keyed/ grooved pointing 

c. Recessed pointing 

5 1 4 
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PC13. carry out curing as per specifications / 

instructions  
5 1 4 

PC14. protect the masonry from damage, mortar 

dropping and rain during building works as per 

instructions/specifications 

5 1 4 

   Total 100 30 70 

CON/N5108: 
Reconstruct stone 
masonry walls, 
stone domes, 
brackets, arches, 
column and beams 
in heritage 
buildings and sites 

PC1. select tools and tackles for work and ensure 

they are in working condition 
100 3 1 2 

PC2. set out the layouts as per instructions   4 1 3 

PC3. identify and select stone matching the existing 

masonry on heritage building and sites and 

ensure they are free from defects 

 4 1 3 

PC4. identify and transfer the required levels and 

markings using appropriate tools 
 3 1 2 

PC5. mark correct dimensions on the stone before 

cutting/dressing 
 3 1 2 

PC6. cut the stone block as per 

specifications/instructions  

 

4 1 3 

PC7. chisel and dress all sides of the cut stone 

member to ensure maximum fit while laying and 

fixing 

5 1 4 

PC8. dress the face stone on all beds and joints so as 

to give them approximately rectangular block 

shape for coursed rubble masonry 

5 1 4 

PC9. check and ensure the composition and 

consistency of prepared lime mortar is as  per 

specifications/instructions  

4 1 3 

PC10. Lay and fix the stones for 

coursed/uncoursed/ashlar masonry as per 

specification while ensuring the line, level and 

alignment 

7 3 4 

PC11. level the courses at plinth, windowsills,  lintel 

and roof levels. 
3 1 2 

PC12. provide bond/ through stones in walls as per 

drawings/ sketch / instructions 
3 1 2 

PC13. lay and compact the lime mortar between joints 

as per specifications 
3 1 2 

PC14. Maintain joints as per specification/instructions 3 1 2 
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PC15. check vertical and horizontal alignment using 

appropriate tools and maintain the same as per 

requirements 

3 1 2 

PC16. carry out pointing on all exposed joints with 

lime mortar as per specifications / instructions 
4 1 3 

PC17. finish the joints at the time of laying as per 

specifications / drawings/ sketches 3 1 2 

PC18. carry out curing and protection of finished 

masonry surface 
3 1 2 

PC19. carry out structural strengthening of masonry 

arches as per specifications/instructions  6 2 4 

PC20. Ensure scaffolding is erected at site for masonry 

works 
3 1 2 

PC21. install arch masonry unit by laying and aligning 

stones as per specifications/instructions 
6 1 5 

PC22. maintain the set out of tread and riser of 

staircase as specification/instructions  
3 1 2 

PC23. erect the masonry column as per drawings/ 

sketches / instructions  
3 1 2 

PC24. follow the historic joints and jointing 

techniques as per specifications/ instructions  
3 1 2 

PC25. lay and finish the stone on staircase as per 

specifications/ instructions  
3 1 2 

PC26. maintain that the rise of stone work is in line 

and level 
3 1 2 

PC27. ensure proper curing of reconstructed masonry 

structure 
3 1 2 

   Total 100 30 70 

CON/N5109 Lay 
and fix stone for 
flooring in heritage 
building and sites 

PC1. check basic attributes of the floor, staircase, dado 

and plinth and ensure surface is free from any 

debris or obstructions 

100 

8 2 6 

PC2. check level and compactness of surface using 

appropriate tools 
5 1 4 

PC3. measure dimensions of surface and ensure its 

adequacy for laying of stones. 
5 1 4 
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PC4. carry out necessary markings of surface to provide 

direction for laying of stone as per drawings/ 

sketches / instructions  

5 1 4 

PC5. check surface for completion of embedded 

services and make necessary provisions for the 

same as per applicability 

5 1 4 

PC6. identify and select stone matching the existing 

masonry on heritage building and sites and ensure 

they are free from defects 

 8 2 6 

PC7. check and ensure the composition and 

consistency of prepared lime mortar is as  per 

specifications/instructions  

 5 2 3 

PC8. lay and set the stones in place as per drawings/ 

sketches / instructions  
 18 7 11 

PC9. fill any depressions/ gaps with lime mortar as per 

specification/instructions  

 

10 3 7 

PC10. Lay lime slurry/ lime mortar to join the stone as 

per specification/instructions 
10 3 7 

PC11. finish the surface by rubbing and grinding using 

appropriate tools, as per specification  
10 3 7 

PC12.  polish the stone as per specification 
6 2 4 

PC13. Carry out curing and protection of finished surface 5 2 3 

   Total 100 30 70 

CON/N5110 Lay 
and fix decorative 
elements in 
heritage building 

PC1. check and ensure the composition and consistency 

of prepared lime mortar is as  per 

specifications/instructions  

100 

5 1 4 

PC2. identify and select stone matching the existing 

masonry on heritage building and sites and 

ensure they are free from defects 

5 1 4 

PC3. ensure that the stone slabs being used are hard, 

sound, durable and free from any damage or 

cracks 

5 1 4 

PC4. chisel dress all exposed sides of stone and rough 

dress the unexposed side 
5 2 3 

PC5. dress and finish the stone slab as per specification  5 1 4 

PC6. fix the stone in position as per specification / 

instructions  
10 
10 

3 
3 

7 
7 
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PC7. provide slope and bearing as per specifications / 

drawings/ sketches / instructions  

PC8. dress and finish the stones for copings, cornices 

and eaves as per specifications 10 
5 

3 
1 

7 
4 PC9. ensure to obtain carved stones from stone carver 

are as per drawing, design or specification 

PC10. lay the stone in lime mortar of specified mix and 

fix as per drawings/ sketches or as per 

instructions  

5 2 3 

PC11. chisel cut the stone carefully into slabs of 

required thickness. 
5 2 3 

PC12. Dress and finish the stones for jaali as per 

specifications 
5 2 3 

PC13. ensure to obtain jaali design as per pattern from 

stone carver for any ornamentation/ carving 

pattern as per drawings/ sketches / instructions  

 

5 1 4 

PC14. fine tool all exposed faces of jaali to a uniform 

and smooth finish 
5 2 3 

PC15. fix the jaali in coordination with the stone carver 

as per the drawing/ sketches or as per instructions  
5 2 3 

PC16. carry out pointing on the joints  as per 

specification 
5 2 3 

PC17. carry out curing and protection of the exposed 

surface. 
5 1 4 

   Total 100 40 60 

CON/N5111 Carry 
out veneering/ 
cladding with stone 
on walls and 
domes in heritage 
buildings and sites 

PC1. identify and select stone matching the existing 

masonry on heritage building and sites and ensure 

they are free from defects 

100 

9 2 7 

PC2. ensure that stone slabs are cut and finished as per 

specifications/instructions  5 
10 

1 
3 

4 
7 PC3. dress the exposed surface and side(s) of the stone 

as per specifications / instructions  

PC4. check and ensure the composition and 

consistency of prepared lime mortar is as  per 

specifications/instructions  

10 3 7 

PC5. lay and fix the stone in position with lime mortar 

without the use of chips and underpinnings 
15 5 10 
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PC6. secure the adjoining stones with the means of 

pins or anchors of specified materials as per 

applicability  

15 5 10 

PC7. secure the stone to the backing as per 

specification/ instructions 
10 3 7 

PC8. lay and fix the stone in courses as per 

specification/ instructions including backing of the 

surface 

10 3 7 

PC9. ensure that all joints are of uniform thickness as 

per evidence at site 
6 2 4 

PC10. finish the joints as per specifications / instructions  
10 3 7 

   Total 100 40 60 
 


